Happy Monday, Guttman.

I hope you had a good weekend. It was rather toasty outside yesterday, wasn’t it?! I do not have much to report from our 9:00 meeting.

- Although CUNY VP & Provost Cruz issued the 17th edition of his Academic Continuity Guidance memo, it did not relate any new changes with immediate impact on Guttman. There are a few new developments in CUNY-wide faculty professional development opportunities in the fall, and some Guttman faculty will participate with the following: “Four hundred twenty faculty at CUNY’s community and comprehensive colleges will earn an ACUE micro-credential in online teaching in fall 2020 through a partnership between CUNY, ACUE and the Carnegie Corporation.” (quoting directly from his memo)
- Scott received an email this morning from Provost Cruz reporting that 93.8% of CUNY fall sections has been coded as fully online, with 2.9% as hybrid, and 3.3% in-person classes.
- As you know by now, 100% of Guttman classes will be online in Fall 1.
- There is a COPS meeting today at 11:00.
- Charles reported that OSE is gearing up for Bridge. The AccessAbility Office has been particularly busy to help faculty and students gear up.
- HR is working to come up with a schedule of some “HR Comes to You Virtually” meetings for August.
- John reported that his office will begin to “randomize” cohorts for the Fall.
- Correction: On Thursday I gave due dates for students technology loans that were not correct. Here are the correct dates: it’s either 8/11/2020, or 12/23/2020 depending on registration, not 8/11/2021.
- This is the last chance I have to remind folks about tomorrow’s virtual reception for Scott, scheduled to begin at 4:00. If you want to speak, let me know. Please go to Guttman.cuny.edu/farewell to join the festivities.
- Remember that today is a timesheet filing day.
- The Guttman Reopening Committee meets today at 1:00.

That’s about it, folks! Have a good start to the week.

All best,
Linda
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